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Abstract

A 4x-non-imaging optically concentrated solar thermoelectric generator (STEG) was simulated and its layout was optimized depending on materials characteristics. The performances of seven state-of-the-art thermoelectric materials were realistically compared considering direct normal irradiances (DNI) between 400 and 900 W/m² and temperature dependence of the thermoelectric parameters. The model was tested with experimental data from literature and leg aspect ratios, fill factor (or thermal concentration), and leg number per STEG unit area were also used as variables. Due to the high values of thermal concentrations at maximum efficiency, different materials filling the gap among STEG legs were also considered. Maximum efficiency weakly decreases for filler thermal conductivities typical of common insulating materials for filler thermal conductivities typical of common insulating materials, opening novel opportunities for STEGs not requiring vacuum. Results of the analysis show that skutterudites, lead telluride and bismuth telluride exhibit the highest efficiencies (≈ 7%) in the studied range of thermal concentrations and for a DNI equal to 900 W/m². However, skutterudites and lead telluride were found to be very sensitive on the DNI level, differently from bismuth telluride, which therefore qualifies as the best solution for energy conversion. Moreover, optimal layouts for STEGs based on bismuth telluride more easily meet manufacturing constraints.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{sh}$</td>
<td>Area interested by shunt heat losses due to conduction through filler or irradiation, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>Selective absorber area, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{enc}$</td>
<td>External area of the vacuum tube, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{n,p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type leg cross sectional area, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{geo}$</td>
<td>Geometrical concentration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>TEG device fill factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G(DNI)$</td>
<td>Direct solar irradiance, $\frac{W}{m^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{n,p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type leg current, A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>Leg current density, $\frac{A}{m^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{rad,SSA}$</td>
<td>Radiative thermal conductance between SSA and vacuum tube, $\frac{W}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{rad,TEG}$</td>
<td>Radiative thermal conductance between the facing hot-side and cold-side of the TEG, $\frac{W}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{rad,enc}$</td>
<td>Radiative thermal conductance of the evacuated tube external surface, $\frac{W}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{sc+Cu}$</td>
<td>Metallic contact and substrate spreading-constriction thermal conductance at the hot side and cold side of the TEG, $\frac{W}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{teg}$</td>
<td>Thermal conductance of the thermocouple, $\frac{W}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{n,p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type leg length, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{tc}$</td>
<td>Number of thermocouples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{in}^{TEG}$</td>
<td>Power absorbed by selective absorber of the TEG hot-side, $W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{out}$</td>
<td>Electrical output power, $W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_h$</td>
<td>Heat flowing within the TEG from its hot plate, $W$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>TEG internal resistance, $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_L$</td>
<td>Load resistance, $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>CPC aperture area, $m^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{n,p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type material Seebeck coefficient, $\frac{V}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{c,h}$</td>
<td>TEG cold-side (hot-side) temperature, $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{enc}$</td>
<td>Temperature of the encapsulation, $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>Temperature of the SSA, $K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{hs}$</td>
<td>Heat sink thermal coefficient, $\frac{W}{K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{oc}$</td>
<td>Open circuit voltage, $V$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{J,n-p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type Joule weight factors,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{T,n-p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type Thomson weight factors,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_x$</td>
<td>Thickness of a substrate $x$, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Convective heat loss coefficient, $\frac{W}{m^2K}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{n,p}$</td>
<td>n,p-type material thermal conductivity, $\frac{W}{mK}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_x$</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity of a substrate $x$, $\frac{W}{mK}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>$R_L/R$ ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{opt}$</td>
<td>Optimum value of $m$ for maximum efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{tc}$</td>
<td>Thermocouples density on TEG, $\frac{1}{m^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Characteristic geometrical ratio between length and cross-sectional areas of TC legs, $\frac{1}{m}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Wind velocity, $\frac{m}{s}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Greek Symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{SSA}$</td>
<td>Solar Selective Absorber (SSA) coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_e$</td>
<td>Characteristic ratio of the legs lengths and cross-sections</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) are being considered as an effective way to recover heat released from a host of sources. This has motivated a significant effort to develop novel, more efficient thermoelectric materials, leading to a highly diversified research on novel systems, both competing with bismuth telluride in the low-temperature range and extending the range of temperature over which thermoelectric generation may be carried out. Along this avenue, the thermoelectric figure of merit of n-PbTe, n-PbSe and p-PbTe were significantly improved over the last five years\textsuperscript{1, 2}, whereas enhanced performances were achieved with skutterudites \textsuperscript{3, 4}. Also in the high-temperature range, nanostructured silicon-germanium bulk alloys are nowadays available for thermoelectric applications up to 900 °C \textsuperscript{5, 6}. Impressive values of efficiency were also reported for n-PbTe\textsubscript{1-x}I\textsubscript{x} and p-PbTe-SrTe in the intermediate temperature range \textsuperscript{7, 8} along with the development of novel half-Heusler materials of n and p type \textsuperscript{9, 10}, to be used up to 700 °C.

The extended range of materials, the possibility to convert heat at moderately high temperatures, and the remarkable increase of thermoelectric efficiencies achieved over the last decade propelled novel applications.

Solar energy is a ubiquitous heat source that has attracted the attention of the thermoelectric community since Telkes’ pioneering work \textsuperscript{11}. In more recent times, TEGs have been reconsidered either as standalone solar harvesters \textsuperscript{12, 13} or in hybrid devices including thermoelectric-PV \textsuperscript{14–16} solar generators, co-generation systems \textsuperscript{17}, thermoelectric-thermophotovoltaic devices \textsuperscript{18}, and tri-generation cells \textsuperscript{19}. Several solutions have been proposed to enhance the conversion efficiency while keeping materials use and costs low. They encompass optical concentration, thermal con-
centration, leg segmentation, vacuum enclosures (to reduce thermal losses), solar selective absorbers, and a more accurate selection of thermoelectric materials through realistic simulation of TEGs [20, 21].

Regarding the modelling of solar thermoelectric generators (STEGs), in the last ten years, several theoretical studies have been published in literature, often involving thin films [22–24]. Most of these works aimed to maximizing the efficiency of STEGs [25, 26], by focusing singly on the optimization of the thermoelectric material used [27, 28], or the design of the cooling system [29–31]. However, since the optimal thermal and optical design strictly depend upon materials characteristics, such kind of material-independent optimizations are bound not to attain the largest possible conversion efficiency.

To overcome this limitation in this paper we propose a novel approach to the design of solar thermoelectric harvesters based on the simultaneous optimization of materials and device layout. To this aim in this work we propose a model of a solar thermoelectric conversion system validated with the aid of some experimental results from the literature. Then we set to search for the optimal STEG by comparing singly optimized harvester layouts for seven high-efficiency materials, comparing their power outputs.

To this aim, it is mandatory to fully account for the temperature dependence of all transport coefficients [32], thus relaxing the constant-property approximation and using instead the formalism of the so-called engineering figure of merit [33, 34]. This revised figure of merit takes into account the important corrections due to Joule and Thomson effects, which can strongly affect the device power output as recently reported in several studies on TEGs performances [35, 36].

Layout optimization requires an analysis of thermal insulation among legs. However, it will be shown that vacuum is not mandatory to this aim, and that commercial insulating materials filling the gaps among STEG legs lead to efficiencies comparable to those attained under vacuum, with aerogels even outperforming it. This clearly impacts STEG manufacturability and costs.

Also, realistic modelling must account for DNI variability. Therefore, computations also investigated the effect of reduced irradiance on STEG efficiency. We anticipate that, although state-of-the-art skutterudites and lead telluride are the most efficient materials under standard irradiance conditions, their efficiencies severely drop for lower irradiances. Instead, bismuth telluride provides the best average performances, as its conversion efficiency remains almost constant, even when the irradiance becomes as low as 400 W/m².

2. STEG description

STEGs are made of five main parts (Figure 1): (1) an optical concentrator; (2) a solar selective absorber (SSA), converting the solar energy into heat and placed on the top of the TEG; (3) the TEG; (4) a suitable heat sink, dissipating heat at the TEG cold side; and (5) an enclosure (typically glass). The TEG was always encapsulated in an evacuated glass tube. While the whole TE module was always assumed to be encapsulated under vacuum, this assumption was relaxed for the intraleg region. Two options
were considered, namely that they were either under vacuum or filled with proper insulating materials.

2.1. Optical and thermal concentration

Optical concentration is largely used for solar applications, in particular in photovoltaic (PV) cells, to replace active (and expensive) materials with passive (and cheaper) reflective or refractive plastics or glass [37]. In solar thermal applications (as in thermoelectric conversion), the concentration increases the absorber temperature and the temperature difference along the thermocouples (TCs), therefore increasing conversion efficiencies [38]. Both imaging [39] and non-imaging [40, 41] optical concentrators can be used to this aim. With the latter option one can achieve lower concentrations and lower hot side temperatures [42, 43]. However, no high-precision sun-tracking systems are required [37], keeping low the overall cost and complexity of the system. So, the optical concentrator chosen for computations was a typical compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) [37, 42, 43]. More precisely, we considered a reflective 2-D CPC, namely a non-imaging concentrator mainly composed by two parabolic mirror segments that trap sun rays coming from any angle between the symmetry plane of CPC and the acceptance angle. The two faced segments of parabola reflect incoming light on the flat receiver located at the base of a trough-like geometry. Let $S$ be the area of the entrance aperture of a CPC which concentrate the intercepted solar radiation onto a selective absorber of area $A$ at the exit of the concentrator then,

$$C_{geo} = \frac{S}{A}$$

is the geometrical concentration. More details about the CPC operating principles are reported elsewhere [37, 40]. In a similar way, one may also use thermal concentration [12, 38] to constrain the heat flow into the active materials, enabling reduced cross-section areas. This decreases the quantity of active material while increasing the temperature difference along the TC. Thus, higher conversion efficiency are obtained by reducing the materials costs — with an ultimate reduction of power costs.

2.2. TEG layout

The TEG devices are made of $N_{tc}$ TCs soldered in between two facing substrates of alumina with area $A$, with the TCs connected in series by thin copper sheets. Thus, the number of TCs for unit TEG area is $n_{tc} = N_{tc}/A$. The $n$ and $p$-type legs have cross-sectional areas $A_n$ and $A_p$ and lengths $L_n = L_p = L$, respectively.

We define the fill factor as

$$F = \frac{N_{tc}(A_p + A_n)}{A}$$

It is also useful to introduce a characteristic geometrical ratio,

$$r = \frac{L_{nhc}}{F}$$
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which conveniently groups the principal geometrical characteristics of a TEG. In turn, such ratio is equal to the geometrical aspect ratio of the legs, because 

\[ r = \frac{L \cdot C_{geo}}{F(S/N_{tc})} = \frac{L}{A_n + A_p}. \]

Thus, for any given materials, setting \( r \) also sets the electro-thermal properties of the TC legs.

In what follows we will consider the exemplar layout of a STEG (solar thermoelectric generator) wherein all TCs are aligned along a CPC trough (Figure 1) and have an intercepting area equal to \( 1/n_{tc} \).

2.3. Encapsulation

In order to protect the TEG device from atmospheric agents and to thermally isolate it from the ambient, a good choice is to cover it with a glass enclosure under vacuum. In previous papers for PV-TE hybrid systems we considered a glass enclosure sitting at the entering aperture of the CPC [44, 45], also mechanically supporting the PV module. Here instead, we assume that a glass tube embeds only the TEG device with or without filler (Figure 1).

2.4. Heat sinks

In the thermal circuit the TEG cold plate is assumed to be in contact with a water-cooled heat sink. In a previous paper [45] we analysed the effect of both air-based and
Figure 2: Thermal circuit of the system considered in this work. For simplicity here the case of constant Joule weight and no Thomson effect was considered.

water-based cooling on the energy production of a hybrid PV-TE system under concentrated sunlight, following the approach used by Yazawa et al. [46, 47]. It was shown that power consumption of water-based heat exchangers was negligible and that the efficiency of energy conversion reached a plateau for a value of the heat sink thermal coefficient $U_{\text{hs}}$ of about 200 W/m²K, easily reachable with water-cooling systems. As a result, in this study we kept fixed to 200 W/m²K the heat sink thermal coefficient and we will neglect their power consumption in the forthcoming computations.
3. The model

3.1. Energy balance

If \( G \) is the solar irradiance and \( S_G \) is the overall incoming solar power, the portion of the solar spectrum transmitted and concentrated by the glass tube and the CPC toward the SSA is,

\[
P_{\text{in}}^{\text{SSA}} = \alpha_{\text{SSA}} \tau_{\text{CPC}} \tau_{\text{enc}} S_G
\]

(4)

where \( \alpha_{\text{SSA}} \) is the SSA absorption coefficient, \( \tau_{\text{CPC}} \) is the CPC optical transmittance [48] and \( \tau_{\text{enc}} \) is the enclosure transmittance.

However, only a fraction \( Q_h \) of the overall absorbed power flows through the TCs and is available for thermoelectric conversion due to radiative and convective losses from the SSA to the ambient, up through the CPC and the glass tube, and because of the shunts between facing hot and cold plates of the TEG. Thus, we define an optothermal efficiency \( \eta_{\text{ot}} \) as [12].

\[
\eta_{\text{ot}} = \frac{Q_h(T_h, T_c)}{S_G}
\]

(5)

As a consequence, if \( W_{\text{el}} \) is the useful electric power, the TEG total efficiency reads

\[
\eta_{\text{TEG},\text{tot}}(T_h, T_c) = \frac{W_{\text{el}}}{Q_h(T_h, T_c)} \frac{Q_h(T_h, T_c)}{S_G} = \eta_{\text{TEG}}(T_h, T_c) \eta_{\text{ot}}(T_h, T_c)
\]

(6)

where \( \eta_{\text{TEG}} \) is the efficiency of the thermoelectric device [38, 45]. Manifestly enough, since \( \eta_{\text{TEG},\text{tot}} \) is a function of the temperatures \( T_h \) and \( T_c \) at the TEG plates, its computation requires the solution of the pertinent thermal circuit problem (Figure 2).

The power balance at the SSA absorber with temperature \( T_s \) is

\[
P_{\text{in}}^{\text{SSA}} - K_{\text{rad,SSA}}(T_s, T_{\text{enc}})(T_s - T_{\text{enc}}) = Q_h(T_h, T_c) + K_{\text{rad,TEG}}(T_h, T_c)(T_h - T_c)
\]

(7)

where \( T_{\text{enc}} \) is the temperature of the evacuated tube (neglecting the thermal resistance of the glass). The second term on the left-hand side of Equation (7) is the power lost by the SSA toward the glass tube, while on the right-hand side we have respectively the power entering the TEG device from the hot side, and that lost due to TEG shunts. In Equation (7) \( K_{\text{rad,SSA}}(T_s, T_{\text{enc}}) \) and \( K_{\text{rad,TEG}}(T_h, T_c) \) are respectively the radiative conductances of the thermal contacts between the SSA and the evacuated tube (i.e. facing hot and cold plates of the TEG devices) while \( A_{\text{sh}}(F, C_{\text{geo}}) \) is the effective area from which shunt losses take place [46]. All the functions here introduced are discussed and defined in Appendix A. It should be noted that in the second term on the right-hand side of Equation (7) we neglected both the substrate thermal resistance \( 1/K_{\text{sub}} \) and the thermal cross-talk among legs (cf. Equation (A.7) and Figure 2).
Configurations where the gap among $n$ and $p$ legs is filled with a suitable insulating material were also considered. Fillers with temperature-independent thermal conductivity $k_{\text{filler}}$ were considered. Thus, Equation (7) is replaced by:

$$p_{\text{SSA}}^n - K_{\text{rad,SSA}}(T_s, T_{\text{enc}})(T_s - T_{\text{enc}}) = Q_h(T_h, T_c) + k_{\text{filler}}A_{\text{sh}}(F, C_{\text{geo}}) \left( T_h - T_c \right) \quad (8)$$

At the $T_{\text{enc}}$ node we have instead,

$$K_{\text{rad,SSA}}(T_s, T_{\text{enc}})(T_s - T_{\text{enc}}) = hA_{\text{enc}}(T_{\text{enc}} - T_a) + K_{\text{rad,enc}}(T_{\text{enc}}, T_a)(T_{\text{enc}} - T_a) \quad (9)$$

where $K_{\text{rad,enc}}(T_{\text{enc}}, T_a)$ and $h$ are the radiative conductance of the external surface of the glass tube and its convective heat transfer coefficient, respectively; $T_a$ is the ambient temperature; whereas $A_{\text{enc}} = (\pi/2)A$ is the external area of the glass tube under vacuum (Figure 1). Whereas for TEG interfaces we write respectively,

$$K_{\text{sc+Cu}}(T_s - T_h) = Q_h(T_h, T_c) \quad (10)$$

$$K_{\text{sc+Cu}}(T_c - T_{\text{hs}}) = Q_c(T_h, T_c) \quad (11)$$

where $K_{\text{sc+Cu}}$ is the spreading-constriction conductance. It includes the conductances of the substrate and of the metallic contact [12] and, implicitly, takes into account the in-plane heat fluxes occurring through substrates and metal contacts (see Appendix B and [46] for further details). In view of the symmetry of the device, $K_{\text{sc+Cu}}$ takes the same value at both sides of the TEG. Contact resistances between substrates and metal contact, and from this and TC legs were neglected. Finally, we consider the energy balance at the $T_{\text{hs}}$ node. The power incoming from the shunt and that leaving the TEG cold side must equal the power removed by the heat sink,

$$U_{\text{hs}}(T_{\text{hs}} - T_a) = Q_c(T_h, T_c) + K_{\text{rad,TEG}}(T_h, T_c)(T_h - T_c) \quad (12)$$

where $U_{\text{hs}}$ is the heat sink thermal coefficient.

Table 2 lists the TC materials used in the computations.

3.2. TEG efficiency

Since TEGs operate over large temperature differences, their modelling must take into account the temperature dependence of the materials thermoelectric properties. Following Kim et al. [33], the current density $J$ is obtained by integrating twice the Domenicali equation for the $n$ and the $p$-type leg,

$$\frac{d}{dx} \left( k(T) \frac{dT}{dx} \right) + J^2 \rho(T) - J\tau(T) \frac{dT}{dx} = 0 \quad (13)$$
with boundary conditions $T(0) = T_h$ and $T(L) = T_c$.

The following expressions for the hot and cold side heat flux are obtained, with $I_p = -I_n = I$:

$$Q_h(T_h, T_c) = N_{ic} I T_h \left( S_p(T_h) - S_n(T_h) \right) + N_{ic} K_{icg} \Delta T - N_{ic} \left( W_{1,p} R_p + W_{1,n} R_n \right) I^2 - N_{ic} I \left( W_{T,p} \int_{T_c}^{T_h} \tau_p(T) dT - W_{T,n} \int_{T_c}^{T_h} \tau_n(T) dT \right)$$  (14)

$$Q_c(T_h, T_c) = N_{ic} I T_c \left( S_p(T_c) - S_n(T_c) \right) + N_{ic} K_{icg} \Delta T + N_{ic} I \left( 1 - W_{1,p} R_p + (1 - W_{1,n}) R_n \right) I^2 + N_{ic} I \left( 1 - W_{T,p} \int_{T_c}^{T_h} \tau_p(T) dT - (1 - W_{T,n}) \int_{T_c}^{T_h} \tau_n(T) dT \right)$$  (15)

where $\rho_{n,p}$, $k_{n,p}$ and $S_{n,p}$ are the n, p-type electrical resistivities, thermal conductivities, and n, p-type Seebeck coefficients, respectively, while $\tau_{n,p}$ are the n and p-type Thomson coefficients and $\Delta T = T_h - T_c$. Also,

$$I(T_h, T_c) = \frac{\left( \int_{T_c}^{T_h} T_s(T) dT - \int_{T_c}^{T_h} T_s(T) dT \right) \Delta T}{R(1 + m)}$$  (16)

is the current flowing into TCs connected in series whereas $m = R_i / R$ is the ratio between the external load electrical resistance $R_i$ and internal electrical resistance $R$.

The detailed expressions of the Joule and Thomson weight factors, $W_{J,n-p}$ and $W_{T,n-p}$, are reported in Appendix C. Suffice here to note that such definitions, along with Equation (14) and Equation (15), hold if the condition $dI \approx -\frac{L_{n,p}}{\Delta T}$ is fulfilled.

The thermal conductance of a TC $K_{icg}$ and the electrical resistance $R$ are calculated taking into account the leg geometrical dimensions and the materials temperature-dependent properties.

$$K_{icg} = \frac{1}{\Delta T} \left( \int_{T_c}^{T_h} k_p(T) dT + \int_{T_c}^{T_h} k_n(T) dT \right)$$  (17)

$$R = \frac{1}{\Delta T} \left( \int_{T_c}^{T_h} \rho_p(T) dT + \int_{T_c}^{T_h} \rho_n(T) dT \right)$$  (18)

The thermoelectric efficiency may be finally written using the engineering thermoelectric figure of merit $[Z]_{eng}$.
\[ [Z]_{\text{eng}}^* = \frac{\left( \int_{T_h}^{T_c} S_p(T) dT - \int_{T_l}^{T_c} S_n(T) dT \right)^2}{\left(\sqrt{\int_{T_l}^{T_h} k_p(T) dT \int_{T_l}^{T_h} \rho_p(T) dT} + \sqrt{\int_{T_l}^{T_h} k_n(T) dT \int_{T_l}^{T_h} \rho_n(T) dT} \right)^2} \]  

(19)

Since the output power is,

\[ P_{\text{out}} = \frac{V_{\text{oc}}^2}{R} \left( 1 + \frac{m}{(1+m)^2} \right) \]  

(20)

with,

\[ V_{\text{oc}} = \int_{T_l}^{T_h} S_p(T) dT - \int_{T_l}^{T_h} S_n(T) dT \]  

(21)

from Equations (14), (20), and (21) the maximum efficiency is obtained [33, 34, 49],

\[ \eta_{\text{opt}} = \frac{\sqrt{1 + [Z]_{\text{eng}}^* T_h \alpha_1} - 1}{\alpha_0 \sqrt{1 + [Z]_{\text{eng}}^* T_h \alpha_1} + \alpha_2} \]  

(22)

for \( m = m_{\text{opt}} \).

\[ m_{\text{opt}} = \sqrt{1 + [Z]_{\text{eng}}^* T_h \alpha_1} \]  

(23)

The expressions of the coefficients \( \alpha_i \) in Equation (22) and Equation (23) are reported in Equation (C.3). In particular, the maximum power output (and also the maximum efficiency, in this case [38]) is obtained if the following relation holds for the ratio \( \beta_e \) between the leg cross sectional areas \( A_{n,p} \) and the lengths \( L_{n,p} \).

\[ \beta_e = \frac{A_n L_p}{A_p L_n} = \frac{\int_{T_l}^{T_h} \rho_n(T) dT \int_{T_l}^{T_h} k_p(T) dT}{\int_{T_l}^{T_h} \rho_p(T) dT \int_{T_l}^{T_h} k_n(T) dT} \]  

(24)

Herefrom we assume \( L_n = L_p = L \).

4. Test of model

Primarily, in order to test the reliability of the model we compared it with some experimental data extracted by literature. In particular, we used the results reported in [12] where a STEG configuration compatible with our model was experimented.

The efficiencies of a Bi\textsubscript{2}Te\textsubscript{3} STEG at various thermal concentrations (i.e. fill factors) were measured there by the authors for two different irradiances of 1000 W/m\textsuperscript{2} and 1500 W/m\textsuperscript{2}. Moreover, the efficiencies for variable irradiances with two different thermal concentrations equal to 168 and 299 were measured too. We highlight that the
materials used in those experiments are the same used here for our computations, where we also took into account the temperature dependence of thermoelectric characteristics of said materials. Using the parameters of system reported in [12, 13] we computed the indoor performances of that STEG obtaining the results reported in Figure 3 together with the experimental points. As can be noted the agreement obtained is rather good especially as regarding efficiency as function of thermal concentration.
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Figure 3: (left) Efficiency (cf. Equation (6)) as function of the thermal concentration $1/F$ for Bi$_2$Te$_3$ device of [12] with solar direct normal irradiance DNI of 1000 W/m$^2$ in black and 1500 W/m$^2$ in red. (right) Efficiency (cf. Equation (6)) as function of direct normal irradiance DNI for the Bi$_2$Te$_3$ device of [12] with thermal concentration of 168 in black and 299 in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enclosure transmission coefficient (Glass)</td>
<td>$\tau_{enc}$</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[12, 50, 51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity of enclosure (AR coated glass)</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{enc}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[50–52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorbance of SSA (Solar Selective Absorber)</td>
<td>$\alpha_{ssa}$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[12, 51, 53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity of SSA</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{ssa}$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[12, 51, 53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissivity of metal contact (Cu)</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_{Cu}$</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity of metal contact (Cu)</td>
<td>$k_{Cu}$</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of metal contact (Cu)</td>
<td>$d_{Cu}$</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>$\mu$m</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity of alumina substrate</td>
<td>$k_{Al_2O_3}$</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>W/mK</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of alumina substrate</td>
<td>$d_{Al_2O_3}$</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>$\mu$m</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPC reflectance</td>
<td>$\rho_{ CPC}$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat sink thermal exchange coefficient</td>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>W/m$^2$K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind velocity</td>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of parameter used in this work along with their exemplar values.

5. Computational procedures

In all the computations reported in this section we set $C_{opt} = 4$, a choice that implies a CPC acceptance angle of about 15°, requiring at most seasonal tracking ad-
justments for east-west orientation instead of a full tracking system. This reduces all costs related to the Balance Of System and the maintenance needs as well [56].

5.1. Impact of the ambient conditions

Ambient conditions may play a relevant role on the final system efficiency. We chose to use the Concentration Standard Operations Conditions (CSOC) for PV applications [55] to set the simulated ambient conditions. Therefore, the ambient temperature $T_a$ was set to 20 °C and the wind velocity to 2 m/s. Specifically, the direct normal irradiance DNI is set to 900 W/m² with no correction for a single-axis sun-tracker, assuming that the trough-like 2D-CPC was east-west oriented. Concerning solar irradiation we also considered DNIs of 400, 600 and 800 W/m² to evaluate the impact of reduced irradiance on the conversion efficiency. The ambient temperature $T_a$ was kept fixed, even though this parameter should be generally related to DNI. This was in agreement with the conclusion of previous works showing that the ambient temperature has a lesser impact than irradiance on the efficiency [44, 45]. The effect of the wind velocity on the system efficiency was computed using the well–known empirical equation [57],

$$h = (2.8 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}) + (3.0 \text{ J/m}^3\text{K})v$$

which sets the convective heat loss coefficient $h$ at the encapsulation top surface as a function of the wind velocity $v$. Anti-reflection and IR low emissivity coatings were assumed for both the inner and outer walls of the glass tube [50, 51].

![Figure 4](image-url)

Figure 4: Efficiency (cf. Equation (6)) as function of the characteristic geometrical ratio $r$ for skutterudite devices. Solar direct normal irradiance DNI between 400 W/m² and 900 W/m² (left) and fill factor between 0.01 and 0.3 were assumed (right). The spreading-constriction resistance and the alumina-copper substrates resistances were considered.
5.2. Iterative solution and TEG optimization

In general, the total efficiency of the TEG depends explicitly upon \( r \), \( DNI \) and \( F \), but not on \( n_{tc} \) directly. This provides an additional degree of freedom in the system design as the overall efficiency remains unchanged while changing \( n_{tc} \), \( L \) and \( A \), provided that the \( Ln_{tc}/A \) ratio remains constant. In particular, efficiency has a maximum over \( r \). As an example Figure 4 reports the efficiencies as a function of \( r \) for variable \( DNI \)s and \( F \) values and for TEGs based on skutterudites.

The optimum layout can be searched for any desired combination of material, geometry and ambient parameters. Thus, for a given ambient condition, we could proceed to a simultaneous optimization of the TEG layout and the material characteristics. In fact, the leg geometry influences the TEG efficiency through the change of the material characteristics, which are dealt with as free parameters in our model. A maximum exists because the total efficiency is obtained as the product of the opto-thermal efficiency and of the pertinent TEG efficiency (Equation (6)).

The larger is \( r \) (i.e. \( L/(A_n + A_p) \)), the higher is the thermal resistance of the TCs, the temperature of the hot side, and the thermal gradient as well. Therefore, the efficiency grows with the temperature because of the latter component. However, if the temperature keeps increasing the radiative losses raise rapidly and soon prevails, so that the efficiency begins decreasing. The value of \( r \) from which the radiative losses prevail decreases with the DNI for any fixed fill factor \( F \) (Figure 4, left). In the right part of Figure 4, some typical trends at fixed DNIs are reported.

Based on the latter results we computed the maximum efficiency as a function of the fill factor \( F \) with DNIs from 400 W/m\(^2\) to 900 W/m\(^2\). The impact of the DNI depends on the materials, through the temperature dependence of the materials properties and, therefore, of the Thomson, Peltier and Joule effects. Such impact depends also on the geometry through the ratio \( L/(A_n + A_p) \). Therefore, an optimal coupling between the ratio \( r \), the materials properties, and the fill factor exists for any given DNI. In other words, the optimal combination material-geometry must be determined simultaneously for any given value of the opto-thermal concentration, of the environmental conditions and of the solar irradiance. Each maximum (for any assigned material and DNI) occurs at a specific value of \( r \), which is a very weak function of \( F \). Therefore with the aid of Equation (3) one may obtain the optimal value of \( Ln_{tc} \) at maximum efficiency as a function of \( F \).

6. Results and discussion

We compared the performance of seven devices based on the materials listed in the Table 2. We studied a system configuration with low optical, high thermal concentration [12, 44, 45]. The ultimate aim was to optimize materials cost and conversion efficiency, then reducing the LCOE (Levelized Cost Of Energy) [19, 61, 62]. This approach is also useful in view of thermoelectric-thermal and/or PV cogeneration [14, 19, 38], since the system may be easily coupled to a thermal cogeneration system or a PV converter, so all the general conclusions of this work are also relevant for hybrid solar applications.
Table 2: Thermoelectric materials used in the computations reported in this work. \(T_{\text{max}}\) indicates the highest temperature at which each couple may be safely used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short name</th>
<th>n-Material</th>
<th>p-Material</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>(T_{\text{max}}) (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BiTe</td>
<td>(n)-Bi(_2)Te(_3)</td>
<td>(p)-Bi(_2)Te(_3)</td>
<td>[58, 59]</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbTe</td>
<td>(n)-PbTe</td>
<td>(p)-PbTe</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbTe-PbSe</td>
<td>(n)-PbTe</td>
<td>(p)-PbTe</td>
<td>[1, 2]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU</td>
<td>(n)-Ba(<em>{0.05})La(</em>{0.10})Yb(<em>{0.05})Cu(</em>{0.12})</td>
<td>(p)-Co(<em>{0.04})Nd(</em>{0.15})Fe(<em>{0.05})Cu(</em>{0.05})Sn(_{0.12})</td>
<td>[3, 4]</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiGe</td>
<td>(n)-SiGe</td>
<td>(p)-SiGe</td>
<td>[5, 6]</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbTe-SrTe</td>
<td>(n)-PbTe(<em>{1-x})Sr(</em>{x})</td>
<td>(p)-PbTe(<em>{1-x})Sr(</em>{x})</td>
<td>[7, 8]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>(n)-Hf(<em>{0.25})Zr(</em>{0.75})NiSn(<em>{0.99})Sb(</em>{0.01})</td>
<td>(p)-Hf(<em>{0.19})Zr(</em>{0.76})Ti(<em>{0.05})CoSb(</em>{0.8})Sn(_{0.2})</td>
<td>[9, 10]</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Efficiency (cf. Equation (6)) and \(L \cdot n_{tc}\) as a function of the fill factor \(F\) for all materials considered in this work (Table 2). DNI was set to 400 W/m\(^2\) and 900 W/m\(^2\).

6.1. Vacuum filling

The results of the optimization procedure for DNIs of 400 W/m\(^2\) (right) and 900 W/m\(^2\) (left) under vacuum filling are reported in Figure 5.

The general trend of the curves can be easily understood. At first we note that the shunt losses are proportional to \(A_{\text{sh}}(F, C_{\text{geo}})\) (cf. Equation (A.5)) so that, if \(A_{\text{sh}}(F, C_{\text{geo}})\) and all the thermal resistances of the TEG, except those of the legs, are negligible, then the temperature profiles of the TCs are essentially determined by the ratio \(L/(A_n+A_p) = r\). In such a case, the maximum efficiencies depend on \(F\) only by means of \(r\) and this is quite clearly our case for fill factors greater than 0.2 (see Figure 5). As result \(r\) essentially characterizes the STEG efficiency.

In any case, \((L n_{\text{tc}})_{\text{opt}}\) depends on \(F\) linearly with very good approximation for the TEGs in vacuum conditions. Instead, for TEGs with low thermal conductivity filler and with \(F < 0.2\) the shunt losses are important and \((L n_{\text{tc}})_{\text{opt}}\) is no longer linear with \(F\) (Figure 7). However, starting from a sufficiently low fill factor, the thickness of substrates and metal contacts, and their resistances, are comparable with those of the legs. As a result, the efficiencies rapidly decrease with \(F\). In particular cases, an acceptable efficiency reduction could be compensated by significant reductions of the materials cost. This is an important conclusion and must be carefully evaluated in order
to reduce the LCOE (Levelized Cost Of Energy) if the material cost is preponderant.

The impact of the DNI depends on the materials. The results show that for DNI = 900 W/m² skutterutides, the nPbSe-pPbTe pair and Bi₂Te₃ have efficiencies higher than ≈ 7% in the studied range of thermal concentrations. What is even more remarkable, however, is that Bi₂Te₃ efficiency decreases of less than ≈ 2.5% from DNI = 900 W/m² to DNI = 400 W/m², whereas for the other two materials it decreases of ≈ 30%. This is a key point from the energy production point of view, due to seasonally and daily variations of the DNI. These best performances of Bi₂Te₃ in our conditions are principally due to the cumulative effect of the higher efficiencies at lower temperatures (see Appendix C).

Another major advantage of Bi₂Te₃, making it the best material in the current scenario, are the relatively low values of the Lnₑ/F ratio needed to obtain the highest efficiencies for each fill factor. For Bi₂Te₃ the optimal Lnₑ is well below 1000 m⁻¹ for fill factors between 0.1 and 0.2. This makes much easier to practically implement the low values of optimal lengths required for any given nₑ. Therefore, Bi₂Te₃ enables simultaneously optimized geometries and annual energy productions at all solar irradiation levels, with the temperature of the hot side of the TEG for Bi₂Te₃ fully within the range of safe usability of the material. This is not the case for all materials, a factor that would force them to be operated under sub-optimal conditions.

Finally, Figure 6 reports the curves of the hot-side temperatures and the ∆T at the edges of the legs as functions of the fill factor F. Note that higher ∆T and Tₕ not necessary correspond to higher efficiencies. Thus, concentration does not avail all materials.

### 6.2. Non-vacuum filling

![Figure 6: Hot-side temperature (left) and temperature difference (right) as a function of the fill factor F for all materials considered in this work (Table 2). DNI was set to 900 W/m².](image)
We also simulated TEGs with suitable materials filling the leg gap. Spanning thermal conductivities $k_{\text{filler}}$ between 0.025 W/mK of silica aerogel, or foam glass and plastics [63, 64], and 0.5 W/mK of polymers [63], we found (Figure 7, left) that for conductivity as low as 0.025-0.05 W/mK fillers perform better than vacuum, as they suppress the radiative heat exchange.

It must be also considered that suitable fillers could provide mechanical support in the case of high leg aspect ratios. As an example, for $F \approx 0.12$ a Bi$_2$Te$_3$ TEG have an efficiency greater than 7% and an optimal $L_{n_{tc}} \approx 250 \text{ m}^{-1}$. Thus, Figure 7, right shows that a TEG with a TC density of 1 cm$^{-2}$ requires leg lengths of about 2 cm; as an alternative, lengths of about 1 cm are needed for $n_{tc} = 3 \text{ cm}^{-2}$.

Finally, we already noted that the ratios $L/A_{n,p}$ univocally determine the temperature profiles in the legs (Equations (17), (18) and (24)) once materials, fill factor, and incident radiation are set. This is true if edge effects on the thermal fluxes can be neglected. In fact, the convection heat exchanges in a closed chamber are in general not scale invariant, but they do not occur into the vacuum tube embedding the TEG devices. On the contrary, the radiative exchanges between the exterior of the glass tube and the ambient through the CPC walls are scale invariant because the exchange factor is equal to one (cf. Equation (B.2)). As a result, scaling up or down the system without varying $F$ also leaves unchanged the efficiency of the TEG unit. This is an important point not only to generalize the results of the modelling but also from a practical point of view. For any given concentration, in fact, the larger is the linear entering aperture of the CPC, the larger is its height and its exit aperture [48]. This obviously makes the device implementation more difficult and increases costs for larger exit apertures. In particular, it is always possible (and convenient) to reduce a generic 2D-CPC to an equivalent CPC trough with exit aperture equal to $\sqrt{L/n_{tc}}$. Thus, any analyzed config-
uration is representative of an entire class of thermoelectric converters.

This is a key point of our approach. Often, in literature one or more geometrical parameters (thickness, length, etc.) of TEGs and legs are arbitrarily kept fixed, and the maximum efficiency is searched by varying the remaining parameters. This implicitly neglects the fact that the maximum of a function of several variables must be searched by setting to zero its total derivative, not some partial derivatives. As a result, if one disregards the role of materials parameters (keeping them fixed), the device layout one obtains may not be optimal for other materials. Likewise, fixing an intrinsically variable quantity as the DNI leads to a selection of TE materials and device geometry that may not be optimal for different values of the DNI. This brings to one of the most important point of this paper: any search for an optimal material and device layout is improper and misleading. Instead, one must consider that (1) the optimal efficiency of a solar harvester globally depends on TE materials properties, device layout (including coupling parameters such as \( C_{opt} \)), and the DNI; and (2) that the variability of the DNI may significantly impact the optimization of the harvester (materials and layout). Therefore, the choice of the “best system” must unavoidably be thought as a compromise that accounts for such variability, namely selecting the system that, on the average, better fulfills local solar irradiance. This explains why our conclusions about the dependence of a Bi\(_2\)Te\(_3\)-based thermoelectric system upon \( n_{tc} \) differ from those obtained by Lamba et al. [65] by optimizing the efficiency after setting the leg aspect ratio and \( n_{tc} \). Obviously the described procedure can be applied for any other desired geometrical concentration or ambient conditions.

7. Conclusions

In this work, theoretical predictions of power production of a solar thermoelectric generator are reported using a model which was validated by comparison with experimental literature data. The system considered is made of a compound parabolic concentrator concentrating solar radiation with a fixed 4\times ratio on a thermoelectric generator covered with a state-of-the-art solar selective absorber and placed in an evacuated glass tube.

The efficiencies of the devices were computed for various solar irradiation levels and TEG materials and designs. In particular the irradiance was varied between 400 and 900 W/m\(^2\). To make the model more accurate the variation with temperature of the thermoelectric characteristics of the materials considered were taken into account along with the Thomson effect and a computed Joule weight. In addition, evacuated TEGs were compared to TEGs filled with thermal insulators.

We found that the best efficiencies were reached for a DNI of 900 W/m\(^2\) with skutterudites, which were found capable of an overall efficiency of about 7.5 % with a filling factor of 0.1. However, the system temperature and the final efficiency were found to be strongly dependent on the solar irradiation level, with the efficiency dropping to about 5.5% at a DNI of 400 W/m\(^2\). Instead, Bi\(_2\)Te\(_3\)-based devices showed good efficiencies of about 7 % for all DNIs. Therefore, their average yearly performances are expected to be better than those of any other studied material. In addition, the optimal aspect ratios of legs for Bi\(_2\)Te\(_3\) was found simpler to implement.
Finally, the comparison between evacuated and filled TEGs showed similar efficiencies when the filler thermal conductivity is < 0.1 W/mK. This opens factual possibilities for non-evacuated STEGs, which will simplify their manufacturability.
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Appendix A. Spreading/constriction, metallic contact and substrate thermal resistances

The concept of spreading/constriction resistances are common and useful [12, 46, 66] because they allow to approximate as uniform the temperature distributions at the interfaces between TCs and the absorbing and cooling substrates (rear-cooled and front-heated substrates) [66]. Thus, if the lateral surface of TEG module and the horizontal heat flux through it can be neglected the problem can be dealt with as 1D (negligible edge effects). This is possible also because, as can be easily proved, the temperature profiles along the legs are approximately linear [33].

As regarding the constriction thermal conductance $K_{\text{con}}$ at the TC hot side and the spreading thermal conductance $K_{\text{sp}}$ at the TC cold side, we followed the approach suggested by Vermeersch et al. [66]. More precisely, for the symmetry of the TEG device we have $K_{\text{con}} = K_{\text{sp}} = K_{\text{sc}}$ with.

$$K_{\text{sc}} = \frac{k_F \text{leg} A (1 + 2.0\tan(\phi))}{d_x}$$

Here

$$\phi = \begin{cases} 
5.86 \log \lambda + 40.4 & 0.0011 < \lambda \leq 1 \\
46.45 - 6.048 \lambda^{-0.969} & \lambda \geq 1 
\end{cases}$$

is the angle of spreading/constriction [67] which is ideally formed by heat flowing into/out of the leg (heat source) through the substrate of thickness $d_x$ and/or the copper sheet and.

$$\lambda = \frac{d_x}{\sqrt{F_{\text{leg}} A}}$$

Practically we should use twice Equation (A.1) to calculate the spreading/constriction conductance between the cross-section of the TC legs and copper foil and then between copper and the alumina substrate. In any case, however, copper sheet is assumed to be much thinner than the alumina substrate (see Equation (A.1) and Table 1) so that its heat spreading/constriction effect can be neglected ($\phi \approx 0$) and the resistance contribution of the metallic sheet can be reduced to that of a portion of material of area equal
to the leg cross-section, \( F_{\text{leg}}A \), and thickness \( d_{\text{Cu}} \). Therefore, for the total conductance \( K_{\text{sub}+\text{Cu}} \) at the hot and cold-side TEG-substrate contacts we had.

\[
K_{\text{sub}+\text{Cu}} = \frac{1}{\frac{d_{\text{Cu}} F_{\text{leg}} A}{k_{\text{Cu} F_{\text{leg}} A} + \frac{d_{\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3}}{k_{\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 F_{\text{leg}} A (1 + 2 \tan(\phi))}}} (A.4)
\]

When the radiative or the conductive heat shunted out of the legs are considered, a suitable area \( A_{\text{sh}}(F_{\text{leg}}, C_{\text{geo}}) \) must be used in equations (7) and (8). Namely, with reference one TC of area \( A = S / C_{\text{geo}} \), the area can be written as.

\[
A_{\text{sh}}(F_{\text{leg}}, C_{\text{geo}}) = \frac{S (1 - F_{\text{leg}})}{C_{\text{geo}}} - 4d_{\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3} \left( \sqrt{F_{\text{leg}} A \tan(\phi)} + F_{\text{leg}} A \tan(\phi)^2 \right) (A.5)
\]

The second term in the right-hand side is the additional contour area around the cross-section of legs \( F_{\text{leg}}A \) which is involved into heat spreading/constriction [67].

Finally, we defined the following thermal conductances to complete thermal modelling of entire system:

\[
K_{\text{rad,SSA}}(T_s, T_{\text{enc}}) = \sigma \epsilon_{\text{eq,SSA}} A(C_{\text{geo}})(T_s + T_{\text{enc}})(T_s^2 + T_{\text{enc}}^2) (A.6)
\]

\[
K_{\text{rad,TEG}}(T_h, T_c) = \sigma \epsilon_{\text{eq,sub}} A_{\text{sh}}(F_{\text{leg}}, C_{\text{geo}})(T_h + T_c)(T_h^2 + T_c^2) (A.7)
\]

\[
K_{\text{rad,enc}}(T_{\text{enc}}, T_a) = \sigma \epsilon_{\text{enc}} A_{\text{enc}}(C_{\text{geo}})(T_{\text{enc}} + T_a)(T_{\text{enc}}^2 + T_a^2) (A.8)
\]

where, \( \sigma \) is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; \( \epsilon_{\text{eq,SSA}} \) is the equivalent emissivity of the SSA absorber of area \( A \) facing the internal face of the front enclosure with area \( A_{\text{enc}} = (\pi/2)A \), here assumed as a glass cylindrical tube kept in vacuum embedding the SSA (see Fig. 1); \( \epsilon_{\text{eq,sub}} \) is the equivalent emissivity of the facing hot-side and cold-side plates of the TEG; \( \epsilon_{\text{enc}} \) is the external emissivity of the evacuated tube; \( h \) is the convective heat transfer coefficient.

Appendix B. Equivalent emissivities of the system

The heat transferred by radiation from a surface of area \( A_1 \) to another one of area \( A_2 \), with temperatures respectively \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), can be expressed as [68, Chap.13]

\[
q_{1 \rightarrow 2} = \frac{\sigma (T_1^4 - T_2^4)}{1 - \epsilon_1} \frac{1}{A_1 \epsilon_1 + A_1 F_{1 \rightarrow 2} + A_2 \epsilon_2} (B.1)
\]

where \( F_{1 \rightarrow 2} \) is the View Factor between the two surfaces [68, Chap.13]. In particular, in a two-surface enclosure like that formed by SSA and the internal surface of the
evacuated tube, we had $A_1 = A$, $A_2 = A_{enc} = (\pi/2)A$ and $F_{1\rightarrow2} = 1$, so that a suitable

equivalent emissivity $\epsilon_{eq,SSA}$ may be introduced,

$$
\epsilon_{eq,SSA} = \frac{1}{\frac{1 - \epsilon_{SSA}}{\epsilon_{SSA}} + 1 + \frac{1 - \epsilon_{enc}}{(\pi/2)\epsilon_{enc}}}
$$

(B.2)

with $\epsilon_{SSA}$ and $\epsilon_{enc}$ are the emissivities of the selective absorber and tubular enclosure
respectively. By means of definitions (B.2) and (A.6) the Stefan-Boltzmann expression
of the exchanged power between the two surfaces can be recast as a Fourier-like term
in the left-hand side of equation (9).

Actually, as shown by A. Rabl [41], to correctly describe the heat radiation trans-
fer through a CPC the useful concept of Exchange View Factors must be introduced.

In particular, in a CPC all the radiation hemispherically emitted by the absorber
intercepts the front aperture within the acceptance angle [40], and then a View Fac-
tor equal to one can be assumed between absorber and the ambient. Then, applying
Eq. (B.1) and assuming the ambient as a black-body one obtains an equivalent emis-
sivity exactly equal to $\epsilon_{enc}$.

Finally, for the facing hot and cold-side plates in TEG device, we obtained,

$$
\epsilon_{eq,sub} = \frac{1}{\epsilon_{Cu} + \frac{1 - \epsilon_{Cu}}{F_{h\rightarrow c}} + \frac{1 - \epsilon_{Cu}}{\epsilon_{Cu}}}
$$

(B.3)

with $\epsilon_{Cu}$ the emissivity of the metal contact and where for the parallel plates view factor
$F_{h\rightarrow c}$ we used the expression [68, Chap.13],

$$
F_{h\rightarrow c} = \frac{2}{\pi \bar{a}^2} \left\{ \ln \sqrt{\frac{(1 + \bar{a}^2)^2}{1 + 2 \bar{a}^2}} + \right.
+ \left. 2 \bar{a} \sqrt{(1 + \bar{a}^2) \arctan \frac{\bar{a}}{\sqrt{(1 + \bar{a}^2)}}} - 2 \bar{a} \arctan \bar{a} \right\}
$$

(B.4)

with $\bar{a} = \sqrt{F_{teg} A/L}$ is the side length of the squared associated to one TC normalized
by the leg length. Here, we neglected the area covered by legs and the related shadow
effect because, in general, we have small fill factors at the optimum working points.

Appendix C. Weight factors and auxiliary coefficients of Joule and Thomson effects

Kim et al. [33, 49] and Liu et al. [69] introduced and used the following coefficients to weight the Joule and Thomson effects.

$$
W_{J,p-n} = \frac{\int_{T_1}^{T_2} \int_{T_1}^{T_2} \rho_{p-n} dT}{\Delta T \int_{T_1}^{T_2} \rho_{p-n} dT}
$$

(C.1)
These coefficients naturally emerge by the double integration of Domenicali equation Equation (13) in space variable $x$ followed from a variable exchange and with the assumption $\frac{dx}{dT} = -\frac{L_{n,n}}{\Delta T}$. Regarding the last condition it was observed that empirical evidence shows that the inverse function $x(T)$ exists for a TEG, even though a rigorous proof of this is still missing [70, 71]. Furthermore, the temperature gradients result to be linear with good approximation for the cases we studied here [33]. It is possible to test this fact also by solving directly and a posteriori the Domenicali equation using as edge temperatures those obtained by the cumulative modelling.

To calculate the optimal efficiency of Equation (22) the following coefficients must be used,

$$\alpha_i = \frac{\left( S_p(T_h) - S_n(T_h) \right) \Delta T}{V_{oc}} - \frac{\left( W_{T,p} \int_{T_{c}}^{T_{h}} \tau_p(T) dT - W_{T,n} \int_{T_{c}}^{T_{h}} \tau_n(T) dT \right)}{V_{oc}} \eta_c - \frac{\left( W_{1,p} \int_{T_{c}}^{T_{h}} \rho_p(T) dT + W_{1,n} \int_{T_{c}}^{T_{h}} \rho_n(T) dT \right)}{R} \frac{1}{\eta_c}$$

(C.3)

with $i=0, 1, 2$. 
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